
TERMS OF SALES 

 

These general conditions are an integral part of any contract concluded between the campsite 

and its customers. Each customer acknowledges having read these general conditions prior to any 

reservation of a stay, for himself and any person participating in the stay. 

Price and payment 

The price of stays is indicated in euros, including VAT. The attention of the customer is drawn 

to the fact that is not included in the price the tourist tax per person of more than 18 years and 

per day (to see according to the tariff in force). All rentals are nominative and can not be 

assigned. The renting becomes effective only after reception of the deposit of 30% of the stay 

and the expenses of file. The balance of the stay is to be paid 1 month before your arrival, if it 

were not the case, the stay can be canceled by the Camping. For any delay not reported the day 

of your arrival, the rental / location becomes available 24 hours after the arrival date mentioned 

on the booking contract. After this time, and in the absence of a written message, the 

reservation will be void and the stay remains due. Only one vehicle will be accepted per rental. 

Reservation modification 

No reduction will be made in case of delayed arrival or early departure. Visitors and additional 

guests must be notified at the reception, will be accepted according to the capacity of the 

rental and will have to pay the visitor rate. 

Cancellation insurance 

In case of cancellation, the refund of the stay will be realized with request for proof by the 

insurer of ASSUR-TRAVEL for the tenants who subscribed to the cancellation insurance. For 

contracts made without cancellation insurance, no refund will be made and the balance remains 

due. 

Cancellation Guarantee. Its amount is payable in full and only at the time of booking. It is added 

to that of the deposit and concerns the persons registered for the stay on the lease. The 

amount is 3.5% of the total rental with a mini of 20 €. The check for the cancellation insurance 

must be made out to the order of ASSUR-TRAVEL to join with the deposit check of your 

reservation at the campsite of the Beach. Detailed condition available on request. 

Arrivals & Departures 

For rent: arrivals are from 15h to 19h, departures are before 10 am. 

In camping: arrivals are from 14h to 19h, departures are before 12 pm. 

Bail 

A deposit of 500 € per accommodation will be required on the day of your arrival. It will be 

returned to you on the day of departure, during the opening hours of the reception, if the 

inventory is satisfactory. The missing dishes will be replaced. If you can not be present during 

the inventory, the deposit will be returned by mail. A deposit of 55 € will be required for the 

cleaning and you will be returned if it gives satisfaction. 

Animals 

Animals are accepted on the campsite and in the hirings, except dogs of 1st and 2nd category, as 

well as aggressive dogs. The vaccination card may be requested upon your arrival. Owners must 

be equipped to pick up faeces from their animals. 

Rules of procedure 

As required by law, you must adhere to our rules of procedure, posted at our reception and a 

copy of which will be provided upon request. You will find it on www.camping-houlgate.com. 

Responsibility 

The Camping declines any responsibility for the damages suffered by the camper-camper's 

equipment which would be of its own making; insurance for your material in the area of civil 

liability is mandatory. Generali Campsite Insurance 53587910D. 

These terms and conditions are subject to French law and any dispute relating to their 

application falls within the jurisdiction of the District Court of Lisieux. 


